
STEROIDS IN SPORTS ARGUMENTATIVE ESSAYS

Free Essays from Bartleby | President George W. Bush says â€œSteroids are Where this argument usually ends,
however, is on the question of whether or not it is.

Just last month three National Football League players were suspended from the last four games of their
season because of testing positive for substances that were similar to steroids. Hanford 6 Works Cited Perry,
Dayn. These taboo substances are of the most absolutely misunderstood category in modern medicine, and
will remain as such until the cloudy illusion filled veil enveloping them is torn down. When you compare a
fair player with the cheater, you will notice the difference between their appearances. This style change refers
to exaggerated amounts of homeruns and poor Earned Run Averages for pitchers. The steroids are medicine
and protein supplements that aid in the body building. The MLB and NFL collectively have a number of
substances that are banned and could be used for terms of violation and suspension if consumed Anabolic
androgenic steroids are a controversial topic within sports. If we do not address the problem in this manner
then it is possible that it could never get resolved. He is ready to devote himself to the game. These are both
synthetic versions of hormones produced naturally in the body but they perform two completely different
tasks. Will, George F. They are the individuals that must make the final decision, but there needs to be more of
an effort to penalize the persons distributing these drugs. The most common forms of steroids are the anabolic
steroids that are associated with the sprinter Ben Johnson. The use of these illegal steroids has garnered a lot
of publicity within the world of sports over the past few years. As with many areas of life, the better you
perform on the field the more prestige, money, and power you will receive. But despite the attention doping in
sport has received, there is still significant some people in academic circles argue that doping should be
permitted in sport â€” either in the level playing field ideal is a myth - there are numerous legal supervised
regulated use of performance enhancing drugs and. Steroids boost the intensity of the game and provide the
athletes with more agility and skill to play the game, but should it be fair to allow them? Like it or not, athletes
are role models, and as such they should not be sending the message that using steroids is acceptable. The
illegal production and distribution of steroids should be halted. These stars have another thing in common as
well. Although steroids boost up the process of muscle building and endurance, it also has complications in
the long run. The steroids helped these patients build tissue that they otherwise could not, because their
disorders kept them from absorbing nutrients. Many other sports test their athlete for steroid use. The article
proposes the possibility that many of the athletes honored in the Hall of Fame used steroids and were simply
not caught.


